Abstract This paper proposes a new method for calculating joint-state posteriors of mixed-audio features using deep neural networks to be used in factorial speech processing models. The joint-state posterior information is required in factorial models to perform joint-decoding. The novelty of this work is its architecture which enables the network to infer joint-state posteriors from the pairs of state posteriors of stereo features. This paper defines an objective function to solve an underdetermined system of equations, which is used by the network for extracting joint-state posteriors. It develops the required expressions for fine-tuning the network in a unified way. The experiments compare the proposed network decoding results to those of the vector Taylor series method and show 2.3% absolute performance improvement in the monaural speech separation and recognition challenge. This achievement is substantial when we consider the simplicity of joint-state posterior extraction provided by deep neural networks.
Introduction
Factorial speech processing models are powerful generative tools for modeling dynamics of two or more audio sources and the way they combine to generate mixed-audio signals. Fig. 1 shows the graphical model of factorial speech processing models in which two audio sources create a mixedaudio signal. In fact, these models are constructed based on factorial hidden Markov models (FHMM) [1] , which consist of multiple Markov chains for modeling dynamic systems with multiple underlying independent stochastic processes.
Factorial speech processing models have been applied in the past for two main purposes: robust automatic speech recognition (ASR) in environments with non-stationary noises [2] and monaural multi-talker speech separation and/or recognition [3] . In the first scenario, two stochastic processes are speech process and non-stationary noise process, which are combine to produce the corrupted speech signal. For this case, factorial speech processing models are suggested for handling nonstationary noise situations [4] in which they provide improvement over their single noise-state robust-ASR techniques like model compensation [2, 5] . In the second scenario, two or more speaker voices are mixed together to produce a multi-talker speech utterance in which underlying source processes are the speakers' voices. In this case, previous achievements are surprising [6, 7] , even better than the results achieved manually by human listening (Fig. 8-left) . The main reason for this is the ability of the factorial models for generative modeling of the mixing procedure in which the models are best 2 fitted to this application. Information flow and exchange in source speech Markov chains is very effective for resolving ambiguities during speech decoding since only one recording channel is available in this application. The information flow requires having joint-state likelihoods (or posteriors) for the mixed-audio features, i.e., ( | , ) or ( , | ). There exist at least two problems with providing jointstate likelihoods for the decoder. First, the calculation of joint-state likelihoods requires a potentially squared number of states for which the likelihood should be calculated. This significantly increases the required calculations during the decoding. Second, there are some approximations involved in most of the methods for calculating joint-state likelihood. For example, in the max model, the max approximation is valid for high resolution spectral features [6] , while for recognition purposes, we need more elaborated feature spaces [4] . As another example, the data-driven parallel model combination (PMC) and vector Taylor series (VTS) methods rely on mismatch functions where there is at least one approximation involved in developing the mismatch functions [8, 9] . The VTS method also uses a linear approximation of the nonlinear mismatch function. Considering the third problem, the data-driven PMC and the method of weighted stereo samples (WSS) [5] need an additional parametric modeling step along with saving joint-state parametric models, which require quadratic space compared to the separate hidden Markov model (HMM) acoustic models. Moreover, while the WSS method provides the most accurate results since it does not rely on the mismatch function, it suffers from a need for stereo data.
Recent efforts make the deep neural networks (DNN) a powerful acoustic model in ASR applications, which is referred to as DNN/HMM architecture [10, 11] . In these works, DNNs are used to extract senone posteriors. The senone posteriors are then passed to the decoder that performs the decoding. In this architecture, hidden Markov models (HMM) are only used for decoding and not extracting the acoustic likelihoods. A recent work by Microsoft research [12] applies DNNs to a task that is closely related to factorial models: the monaural speech separation and recognition challenge [13] . In this challenge, we consider two chains in the factorial model in which each models a speaker, while both speakers simultaneously issue a simple command. In [12] , two separate DNNs are used for extracting marginal posteriors that are used in a decoder. In this case, there cannot be any information flow between the two chains of the factorial model. The state posteriors must be extracted in the joint form to make the information flow possible between chains of factorial models. This paper proposes a new method for extracting true joint-state posteriors to be used in factorial speech processing models. This way of applying DNNs along with using factorial speech processing 3 models is comparable to applying DNNs in the DNN/HMMs [11] . Therefore, by proposing the mentioned method, this work brings the DNNs to be used in factorial models as a DNN/FHMM architecture. This architecture can be used in robust-ASR applications that require further development of the proposed method.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The next section describes the exact method for the calculation of joint-state likelihoods and a variety of approximated estimation and modeling techniques for this purpose. It simplifies presenting the current methods in a unified view to bring a clear insight into the problem. The third section describes the proposed method for calculating jointstate posteriors using deep neural networks. It defines the objective function, the way to optimize it, and some practical considerations for training the network. Section 4 describes the experiment framework, dataset, and achieved results, and the last section concludes the paper.
Methods for calculating features' joint-state likelihoods
The role of joint-state likelihoods in factorial models of speech processing is like the observation distribution of HMMs, which is required for decoding. The following expression exactly calculates the joint-state likelihood of (the time index, is omitted for simplicity here and where it is not important to be mentioned):
where ( | ) and ( | ) are the source state conditional likelihoods of the two audio sources. After this calculation, audio source features ( and ) are marginalized out and removed from the graphical model of Fig. 1 . This intermediate step is required for performing joint-decoding over the factorial models for speech recognition. The exact calculation of (1) is not easily possible and is highly related to the feature space. Actually, in the exact calculation of (1), we faced a dilemma: having more accurate acoustic interaction models, i.e., ( | , ), make direct calculation of (1) impossible; using an approximate interaction model leads to an inaccurate joint-state likelihood. In the first case, we must approximate the marginalization and in the second case even with exact marginalization, the calculated joint-state likelihood is based on the approximated interaction model. Several approaches were developed in the past for a direct and implicit calculation of (1), which are mainly used in robust-ASR applications [4, 5] . We briefly describe four main approaches for calculation or estimation of joint-state likelihoods of acoustic features with different characteristics. In these approaches, the following time domain expression is considered to mix the two audio source signals:
This expression can be elaborated to support robustness against the audio sources' relative energy change and the environment's channel response [8] ; here, we consider it in its simplest form, since this brings the focus on the main characteristics of provided approaches for joint-state likelihood calculation.
Joint-state likelihood calculation using the max-model
For high-resolution features like the log-power spectrum, the following interaction function is an approximation for the sum of the two source audio signals (expression (2)):
in which (.) is a Dirac delta function and maximization is performed element-wise for each of two frequency bins of the source feature vectors. Using a single Gaussian for modeling each conditional source feature vector, the following expression is derived based on (3) [6] . This joint-state likelihood is calculated exactly, although it is based on the early approximation of (3) for the acoustic interaction model.
In (4), and subscripts denote the stochastic variable and is the Gaussian cumulative distribution function (CDF) of the denoted variable. Due to the required calculations for numerical methods for evaluating CDFs of Gaussians with full covariance matrices, in practice, joint-state likelihoods are calculated for audio source models with diagonal covariance matrices [6] . This simplification reduces the accuracy of audio source models, especially for high resolution spectral features.
Joint-state conditional distribution modeling using state conditional samples (known as data-driven parallel model combination)
The parallel model combination, PMC, is a model-based noise-robust speech processing method in which corrupted speech distribution is assumed to be Gaussian in the log spectrum domain. Based on this assumption, the parameters of clean source models are adjusted for providing robustness against environmental changes during the test.
In the data-driven PMC methods, the normality assumption exists, but the parameters of the normal distribution are estimated by a Monte Carlo method. In these methods, state-conditional samples of audio source features are evaluated in a function, called "mismatch function", to generate corrupted-speech features. The mean vector and covariance matrix of the state conditional distribution are then estimated based on the stated-conditional corrupted samples. Here, we briefly derive the mismatch function for the Mel-Cepstral domain, which will be used in our experiments.
Using the short-term discrete time Fourier transform, the following relationship exists between each frame of the audio source feature vectors and the mixed-signal feature in the power spectrum when the two sources are additively combined using the expression (2):
where is the vector of phase difference across different frequency bins of the source features. The above relationship is the simplest mismatch function that can be used in noise-robust ASR methods when considering one audio source as speech and the other one as noise. For the Mel-Cepstral domain, we first extract the feature using two linear and a non-linear operation as follows:
in which are Mel-Frequency Cepstral Coefficients (MFCC) extracted from the high-resolution complex spectrum. Moreover, is the discrete cosine transform (DCT) matrix and contains Melscale averaging filters. Using the pseudo-inverse DCT matrix and exponential operator, we can retrieve Mel-power spectrum coefficients from MFCC features. In this domain, the following relationship is held between the feature vectors:
5 where the feature vectors are extracted simply by Mel-scale averaging of power spectral features, i.e., | ̅ | 2 = | | 2 . In addition, is a stochastic vector over the interval of [−1, 1] and is called phase factor, which reflects the effect of phase difference between complex discrete Fourier vectors ( in (5)). The phase factor is usually considered as a constant and may even be considered to be zero in some applications [9] . We consider it zero in the rest of this paper. Using one forward and two inverse MFCC operators (consecutive use of logarithm and DCT matrix as the forward operator), the following mismatch function is extracted for the MFCC static features:
in which −1 is the pseudo inverse of the DCT matrix. For detailed derivation and generalizations, the reader can refer to [8, 9] . Using mismatch functions like (8), we can extract mixed-audio feature samples from the source-audio features. These samples can be used in parametric modeling of the joint-state observation distribution of models in the form of Fig. 1 .
Joint-state likelihood estimation using vector Taylor series
In the method of vector Taylor series for evaluating state likelihoods, the joint-state distribution is interpreted as the linear transformation of source variables. For explanation, consider we have two sets of audio source models. Assume that we have two sets of HMMs for audio sources in models in the form of Fig. 1 . Now, each state conditional observation distribution in HMMs is one audio source stochastic variable, i.e., or . Using the linear approximation of (8), these two variables can be transformed into the joint-state conditional observation distribution in the factorial model. The first order vector Taylor series is used for linearization of (8) at 〈 0 , 0 〉 as follows:
in which and are Jacobian matrices of the mismatch function relative to and evaluated at the expansion points. The expansion points are usually selected as the means of source variables. At this step, we can see (9) as a linear transformation of two multivariate Gaussians, which yields to another Gaussian variable, . The mean and covariance matrix of can be extracted by a linear combination of means and covariance matrices of and . Returning to the original problem, if we have two state-conditional audio source variables, we can have an approximation of joint-state conditional observation distribution, which will be used in decoding.
Joint-state distribution modeling using weighted stereo samples
The method for joint-state distribution modeling using weighted stereo samples (WSS method), is a Monte Carlo method for modeling joint-state conditional observation distribution [5] . In this sense, the method is like data-driven PMC methods, but it does not rely on any mismatch function. Instead, it uses weighted stereo samples to model the observation distribution in factorial models, parametrically. The following expression constructs an empirical distribution for the joint-state conditional observation distribution in the WSS method:
in which are the mixed-speech features that are paired with audio source features and their sourcestate weights are | and | . The weights are calculated by the following relationships using the paired audio source features ( ↔ and ↔ ):
There is also a developed method for modeling the observation distribution parametrically using the weighted samples [5] . Using the trained parametric model, we can calculate joint-state likelihoods for decoding.
Joint-state posterior estimation using deep neural networks
The effectiveness of factorial speech processing models in the speech processing tasks relies on the ability to have information flow between its multiple chains and use of this information flow during the inference. This requirement is satisfied by providing joint-state likelihoods or posteriors of the mixed-audio features. The requirement exists here since there is a V-shape connection between audiosources and mixed features in the Fig. 1 graphical model. As mentioned earlier, even with the development of various methods for calculation of joint-state likelihoods, there remains an inability to perform fast and accurate evaluation of these likelihoods during the inference.
The objective of the proposed network is to extract joint-state posteriors of the mixed-audio features, ( , | ), which can be used in the decoder. Naively, this can be done by training a deep feed forward network to extract joint-state posteriors using training samples calculated using existing joint-state likelihood estimation techniques. It means that in the output layer, the network must have × neurons to generate the posteriors. By training such a network and using it along with a joint decoder, we can apply a DNN/FHMM architecture to be used for robust and multi-talker speech recognition applications.
The problem for training the proposed network is that the joint-state likelihoods are not available due to the difficulties involved in the calculation of (1). Even by accepting the significant required calculations involved in the current methods for providing the network training data, the approximations involved in data preparation may not be acceptable.
The solution is to use marginal posteriors of the mixed-audio features, then estimate jointposteriors from the marginal posteriors. At first, this method seems impossible since it requires the need to solve the following underdetermined system of equations:
in which ( | ) is the vector of state marginal posteriors conditioned on for the audio source , and ( | ) is for the audio source and ≜ [ , = ( = , = | )]. In (13), two vectors of ones perform marginalization over rows and columns of . The problem for solving the underdetermined system of equations of (13) can be solved by the following initialization. At the beginning of the network fine-tuning phase, we can temporarily use approximate joint-posteriors to bring the network to a feasible solution for the equations. The discriminative training phase can then be followed by altering joint-posteriors to generate marginal posteriors. In fact, we assume that the initial solution to the system of equations with approximate joint-posteriors can be improved iteratively during the discriminative phase using marginal posteriors. Based on this assumption, we propose the following three steps for training a deep neural network for extracting joint-state posteriors: the generative phase, initializing joint-state layer weights, and 7 fine-tuning the network. Fig. 2 provides the network architecture illustrating these steps. These steps are described in the following sub-sections. ...
... 
The generative phase
In the first step, unlabeled mixed-audio features will be used to train a stack of restricted Boltzmann machines (RBM), which is used to create a deep belief network (DBN), thus performing initialization of the first L-1 layers of the network in Fig. 2 . The following data log-likelihood is maximized in this step for each RBM using the persistent contrastive divergence (PCD) method [14] . (14) In (14), is the number of training data, , are visible data for the th layer, , are layer 's extracted hidden samples from its visible data, and , and ̂ are parameters of the th RBM. In (14) , the inner summation is done for all combinations of the hidden neurons, but in the PCD method, there is no explicit calculation of this summation. Instead, a series of hidden samples is extracted from the visible data, which is used for gradient calculation. The approximated gradients are used for updating the parameters for optimizing the objective function of (14) .
Like successful use of DNNs in speech recognition applications, we use a context window of raw speech features to feed the first RBM as its visible data (see Fig. 3 ). Extracted features of the first RBM provide the second RBM training data, and this procedure is followed layer by layer until the final RBM. At each step, the input data's likelihood increases as the model extracts higher level features from the raw data [14, 15] The context window of raw features can be augmented with supplementary information, which further improves the DNN classification. In the tasks where the audio sources are the same type, any discrimination provided by this supplementary information can reduce joint-state swapping (transposition of the joint-state posterior matrix). For example, consider joint-speech recognition in a task in which both audio sources are two speakers selected from a close set of speakers. In such a task, we can augment the raw features with joint-speaker identification data.
Initialization of the joint-state layer weights
The objective of the second training phase is to provide a feasible solution to the system of equations constructed by the output layer (marginalization layer in Fig. 2 ). This is done by training weights of layer L (also tuning weights of layer 1 through L-1) for generating approximate joint-state posteriors.
At first, the DBN is converted to a DNN by using hidden unit biases ( ) and RBM weights (visible unit biases are discarded). Therefore, the constructed DNN consists of layers of pre-trained weights as = [̂] connecting to a series of sigmoid neurons. The neurons of layer L are selected to have sigmoid activation function where the range of sigmoid function supports the range of posterior probabilities. Training the network up to layer L is done by the stochastic gradient decent algorithm, which minimizes the following objective function: (15) in which is the number of training data, are network outputs (from the layer L, see Fig. 2 ), and are data labels (training is done over mini-batches). The data labels for this training phase can be provided using approximate joint-state posteriors extracted by an approximated method. At first, the selected method calculates joint-state likelihoods as follows:
in which, ℱ is the selected method for approximating the joint-state likelihoods. In our experiments, we use the VTS method for preparing these labels as presented in [7] . For example, for observation distribution of HMMs, joint-state conditional parameters of source models are , Σ , , Σ . These parameters are first combined using the VTS method for each joint-state. The likelihood of mixedspeech feature vector ( ) is then evaluated for each joint-state. Joint-state posteriors can then be 9 calculated after the evaluation of all joint-state likelihoods assuming all states are equally likely. Therefore, we have data labels as follows:
The matrices of data labels are used for initializing the DNN up to layer L with the approximated joint-state posteriors.
Fine-tuning the network
The main training phase of the network is to use marginal posteriors provided at the output layer for tuning network weights to extract joint-state posteriors at layer L. The extracted joint-state posteriors are used for joint-decoding. Since we do not have marginal posteriors of mixed-audio features, we accept an approximation to use state posteriors of stereo audio features of the sources paired to the mixed-audio features. The exact state posteriors of the sources are calculated for the stereo audio features using the following expressions:
In fact, source audio features are evaluated at their corresponding source models for extracting the state conditional likelihoods. Assuming all source states have the same prior, the state posteriors are proportional to the likelihoods, i.e., ( | ) ∝ ( | ).
In a unified view, the pairs of state posteriors provided by (18) and (19) are the desired values for training the whole network, and the following objective function is minimized for this training phase: in a vector form, we have:
where and are the extracted marginalized posteriors, e.g.,
. The partial derivatives of the objective function with respect to network outputs at layer L are as follows:
These partial derivatives are propagated to update network weights from layer L to layer 1 using the chain rule.
Experiments
The proposed method of this work for extracting joint-state posteriors is evaluated using the dataset of the "monaural speech separation and recognition challenge" [13] . The main task of this dataset is to recognize the spoken words of a designated speaker from a mixed-speech signal of two speakers. More specifically, the task is defined based on the grammar illustrated in Fig. 4 . In this challenge, two speakers are simultaneously issuing a simple command extracted from a pre-defined grammar.
One of the two speakers, called the target speaker, always uses the word "white" as his mentioned color in the uttered command and the other does not. In the challenge, the standard score is calculated based on the recognized "letter" and "number" of the target speaker. The final recognition accuracy of this task is calculated only using these two-word slots as provided by the task standard scoring scripts. The dataset is created based on single speaker commands of 34 speakers in which each speaker issues 1,000 different commands generated based on the mentioned grammar. From each speaker, 500 utterances are selected and used as the training set. The other 500 utterances are used to create the test set as follows. Two utterances are randomly selected from this set in which one utterance contains the word "white" and the other does not. These two utterances are combined using the following time-domain relation:
where and are the utterances of the target and masker speakers and is the masker speaker gain.
The masker speaker gain is adjusted for creating multiple instances of the mixed-speech signal with different relative energy of the target and masker speech. This is called target to masker ratio (TMR) and is expressed in dB scale. From each of the selected pair of utterances, six different mixedspeech signals are created with TMRs of 6, 3, 0, -3, -6, and -9 dBs. It is expected that recognizing target speaker command becomes more difficult in low TMRs, which is apparent for the single-talker baseline (see single-talker recognition performance in Fig. 6 ). The test set contains 600 mixed-speech signals for each TMR and a set of 600 utterances (called the clean set), which consist of only the target utterance (TMR = ∞).
Training source models and the single-talker recognition system
In this work, one-state monophones are used as acoustic models. The decoding is done using these models, task grammar (Fig. 4) , and lexicon of the task words . Mel-Frequency Cepstral coefficients are used for source model features with 27 filters in the Mel-scale filter bank, and the first 19 Cepstral coefficients (including the 0th coefficient) are used as the static feature. The static features are augmented with their first order derivative. Therefore, a total of 38 coefficients are used for source modeling. Finally, the source models are adapted for each of the 34 speakers, which is used for speaker dependent label extraction for training the network.
The standard task score for the clean folder of the test set is recognized by the single-talker recognition system across different source models and is provided in Table 1 . In fact, the only difference between source models of this table is the number of Gaussian components for acoustic modeling of each phoneme using Gaussian Mixture Models (GMM). Recognition results of the task for the 64-component single-talker recognition system are provided in Fig. 6 . Even the best single-talker system performance is far from the factorial model results using the VTS method for calculation of joint-state likelihoods (Fig. 6) . As another observation, we see that the recognition performance is degraded in low TMR conditions in which the target speaker voice is highly masked by the masker speaker.
Joint-decoding
The joint-decoder objective is to find the most probable word sequences of the two speakers given features of the mixed-audio signal; we use all allowed information during the decoding in which the target speaker uses the word "white" in his command and the masker does not. The decoder solves the following optimization problem: Decoding of this task is done using a joint decoder implemented by the joint token passing algorithm proposed by [7] . The decoder reads HTK HParse generated wordnets generated based on the task grammar. Fig. 5 provides the grammar for the masker speaker.
Two wordnets are used by the decoder in conjunction with a dictionary to perform the simultaneous decoding of the target and masker utterances presented in the mixed-audio signal. The decoder only requires joint-state posteriors of frames of the mixed-audio signal for its input. The joint-state posteriors are stored in a three-dimensional array in which its first dimension is the frame index and the two others form the joint-state posterior matrices. In the experiments, joint-state posteriors are provided for the decoder by two methods: the VTS method and the proposed deep neural network. In fact, the combination of the proposed deep neural network for providing joint-state posteriors and a joint-decoder suggests a DNN/FHMM architecture for speech recognition applications. Here, we apply this architecture for multi-talker speech recognition.
The decoder output is the most probable word sequences of the two speakers, i.e., 1:6 * and 1:6 * .
Finally, the task standard score is calculated based on the recognized "letter" and "number" of the target speaker using the scripts provided in the challenge resources. 
The VTS baseline system
In the VTS baseline system, joint-state likelihoods are calculated by the VTS method and are used for the joint-decoding similar to implementation of [7] . Three-dimensional arrays of joint-state likelihoods are passed into the decoder for decoding. First, two joint-state conditional source models are combined using the VTS method, then feature likelihoods are evaluated in each joint-state combined model. The model combination is done for static and dynamic parts of features as mentioned in [8] .
The decoding is done for source models with only four-component GMMs due to the significant amount of calculations involved during the joint-state likelihood extraction. The joint-state likelihoods are calculated without considering the phase factor (see equations (5) and (7)), and the decoding is done with full beam size.
The standard task score using the VTS based joint-decoder is provided for the two test scenarios in Fig. 6 as the baseline system: recognition using the gain adapted masker models and without adapted masker models. Gain adaptation requires estimation of relative energy of the target and masker speeches. The gain estimation and model adaptation are done similar to [7] . The reason for adapting masker models is that without this adaptation, the recognition results degrade significantly in the extreme TMR conditions (6, -6, and -9 dB) as shown in Fig. 6 . In this figure, we see that jointdecoding without gain adaptation yields to performance degradation in extreme TMR conditions because in these conditions, audio source models for the masker chain are not matched for the test utterances (all source models are trained in near zero TMR conditions).
In the main experiments, the DNNs are trained using multi-TMR conditions. This improves their robustness to change in different TMR conditions (this will be investigated in the experiments). Finally, for the baseline system, the speaker identification information is extracted from the test set filenames as in the main experiments. The speaker identification is not directly related to the objective of this paper and is investigated in other works [6, 7] . 
The DNN based system
The proposed network architecture is evaluated by training a DBN with the following hidden layer sizes in the generative phase: [2025, 2500, 3600, 5625]. In fact, these four hidden layers are layers 1 to L -1 of the network in Fig. 2 . Multiple experiments suggest increasing the number of hidden neurons just before the joint-state posterior layer. The DBN of our work is trained using the DeeBNet toolbox [15] . 13 Network input is constructed using a context window of 17 frames of 50 Mel-scale filterbank augmented by speaker identification information. For generating mixed-speech utterances, two utterances are randomly selected from the clean speech data of 34 speakers and mixed according to (23). About 20,000 mixed-speech utterances are created from the training set of clean speech data and used for DNN training.
The mixed-audio signals are generated for two scenarios. In the first scenario, a DNN is trained for extracting joint-state posteriors without adjusting utterance gains. In the main scenario, a DNN is trained in a multi-style manner using gain adapted masker utterances for creating mixed-audio signals. Additionally, the gain information is added to the network input data, the effect of which will be discussed in the experiments.
For initializing joint-state layer weights, VTS approximated joint-state posteriors are calculated using (17) . The speaker adapted models and the synthetized mixed-speech signals are used for this purpose. Half of the mixed-speech signals (10,000 files) are used for initialization of joint-state layer weights. Since we have 39 phonemes (one state for each) and a silence model in the acoustic model inventory, the total number of states for each chain equals 40. Thereafter, the number of joint-state neurons in the fifth layer of the network equals 1,600. This is the reason for keeping acoustic models as simple as possible to prevent the quadratic increase of neurons in the joint-state layer.
The network is fine-tuned using partial derivatives of the objective function (21) with respect to network parameters. These partial derivatives are calculated using the chain rule and by backpropagating error signals of expression (22). The error signals are calculated using the desired exact state posteriors and the current network extracted marginal posteriors. The exact state posteriors of the stereo features are calculated using (18) and (19). The feature likelihoods are evaluated in the two audio source models with 64-component GMMs. In this phase, the whole network is fine-tuned only using the two sets of state posteriors to generate the joint-state posteriors of the mixed-audio features. All the training files are used in this phase with their corresponding state posteriors. Initialization of the joint-state layer weights and fine-tuning of the network are done using a modification to the GPU version of the DeepLearnToolbox 2 . Fig. 7 provides recognition results of the joint-decoder for the DNN joint-state posterior extractor.
In "DNN J-Decoding", the network is trained using gain unaltered target and masker utterances. In the multi-gain DNN, training data is generated using gain adjusted masker utterances in a multistyle training fashion to better represent test conditions. Taking the masker gain into account is significant in the same talker conditions because in such conditions, the main discriminative feature of the two sources is the relative gain of the target and masker utterances. In other joint-speaker conditions, speaker and gender information is used to discriminate two sources, which improves jointdecoding results. When the gain is used as discriminative information (both in the DNN and VTS scenarios), the decoding performance increases, even in low TMR conditions.
For the gain aware cases, the main observation from Fig. 7 is that the DNN exploits the pairs of state posteriors of stereo features quite well to infer joint-state posteriors. This can be observed in the same gender and different gender cases with significant improvement. In the same talker condition, the explicit gain adjustment of the masker models provides a competitive result for the VTS based joint-decoder. For the gain unaware cases in Fig. 7 , we can see that the DNN based joint-posterior estimation is very sensitive to the mismatch between the training and test environments. Moreover, the DNN based joint-decoder performance degrades significantly in low TMR conditions when it cannot extract appropriate joint-state posteriors for decoding. As a final observation, we see that in the same talker condition, the dominant speaker marginal posterior information (extracted from the joint-state posteriors) helps improve decoding of the target speaker utterances even with misinformation extracted from the masker speaker dynamics. For investigating the effectiveness of factorial speech processing models in the "monaural speech separation and recognition challenge" results of the IBM super human system [6] , Microsoft research DNN-based [semi] joint-decoder [12] and LIMP VTS-based joint decoder [7] are provided in Fig. 8 left. These methods are factorial-based with different inference schemas. The IBM system first separates two speech sources using factorial models, then it performs single chain decoding; the 15 Microsoft and LIMP systems directly perform joint decoding with two differences. First, the LIMP system is VTS-based, while the Microsoft system is DNN-based. Second, the LIMP system calculates joint-state likelihoods, while Microsoft extracts two separate marginal posteriors. This is why it is referred to as [semi]joint-decoder. As seen, all factorial based systems perform better than human listeners, and the IBM system won the challenge. Even the next best system [17] in the challenge was a factorial based system that approximately decodes utterances using a mega-state HMM decoder. All other results are far behind the super human systems [13] .
To compare our proposed method to the closest method in the challenge, the Microsoft DNNbased system, we re-implemented two variants of their system called Hi+Low DNN/HMM and [Semi] Joint-Decoder [12] using a smaller acoustic model size. The performance of the original variants in their system and the re-implementation results are provided in Fig. 8 -right compared to our proposed system results. As expected, the performance of the re-implemented variants is lower than the performance of original systems due to the acoustic models' simplicity in the re-implemented systems. Additionally, the results of the completely separate decoded utterances in Hi+Low DNN/HMM systems are surprising in extreme TMR conditions despite their poor results in near zero TMRs. For detailed configuration and discussion about the system variants, the reader can refer to [12] . The main observation from Fig. 8 -right is that the joint-decoding performance using the proposed method for extraction of joint-posterior performs is better than the [semi] joint-decoder. The allowance of information passing between the two chains of factorial models in the true jointdecoding scenario gains more from the generative power of factorial models in conditions like the paper challenge. This cannot be exploited in separate posterior extraction as happened in the [semi] joint-decoder. 
Conclusion
An effective technique using deep neural networks was proposed for estimating joint-state posteriors of mixed-audio features to be used in factorial speech processing models. In the decoding phase of factorial model recognition applications, the decoder requires joint-state posteriors/likelihoods. We described four previous methods for calculating these posteriors where each method has its own drawbacks. The main tradeoff between the methods is the accuracy of joint-state posteriors and the computational complexity of joint-state posterior estimation. Our experiments show the proposed method's effectiveness compared to the only practical joint-state posterior estimation technique, the VTS method. The proposed method effectively exploits information of the pairs of state posteriors of stereo features to extract joint-state posteriors of mixed features for passing to the decoder. This work's proposed method for training DNNs to extract joint-state posteriors is a way to construct DNN/FHMM speech recognizers that can also be used in noise-robust ASR applications. The ability to learn complex input-output mappings along with exploiting discriminating features of factorial chains makes the alternative to use two separate DNNs for extracting marginal posteriors a serious competitor to the proposed method for DNN/FHMM applications. The paper shows the superiority of joint posterior information in the joint-decoder compared to having two separate and even very accurate marginal posteriors. By using two separate DNNs for extracting marginal posteriors, we cannot exploit chain state dynamics information in the decoding which can be utilized by the proposed method.
The main developing aspect of the current work is to find a method for mitigating the quadratic increase in the number of joint-state neurons due to increases in source model states, which exponentially increases the network parameters.
